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Summary: The immune system is made up of a diverse collection of
cells, each of which has distinct sets of triggers that elicit unique and
overlapping responses. It is correctly described as a ‘system’ because its
overall properties (e.g. ‘tolerance’, ‘allergy’) emerge from multiple
interactions of its components cells. To mobilize a response where
needed, the majority of the cells of the system are obligatorily highly
motile and so must communicate with one another over both time and
space. Here, we discuss the flexibility of the primary immunological
synapse (IS) with respect to motility. We then consider the primary IS
as an initiating module that licenses ‘immunological circuits’: the latter
consisting of two or more cell-cell synaptic interactions. We discuss
how two or three component immunological circuits interact might
with one another in sequence and how the timing, stoichiometry,
milieu, and duration of assembly of immunological circuits are likely
to be key determinants in the emergent outcome and thus the system-
wide immune response. An evolving consideration of immunological
circuits, with an emphasis on the cell-cell modules that complement
T-antigen-presenting cell interaction, provides a fundamental starting
point for systems analysis of the immune response.
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Introduction

The immune system is more than just a collection of indi-

vidual cells making single cell-cell contacts that define their

entire fate. Lymphocytes rather engage in active and ongo-

ing communication with one another, and these communi-

cations provide the collection of responding cells with true

system-like properties. These include emergent behaviors or

states, such as ‘immunity’ or ‘tolerance’.

An important property that permits robust states of the

system is the amplification of the response made by one

cell, through its interaction with other triggered cells. We

have yet to fully understand this second level of communi-

cation or to exploit that understanding to improve our abil-

ity to purposely direct an immune system, once initiated.

However, a collection of studies show that a first class of
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‘primary’ triggering-interactions through antigen-receptors

(T cells and B cells) and pattern receptors (innate immune

cells) results in an initial program that then licenses these

cells to interact with one another or other similarly trig-

gered cells via ‘secondary’ class of interactions. We propose

to formally consider these classes of events as collections of

‘modules’ to begin to understand the greater context of

immune system activation.

‘Immunological circuits’ as sources of emergent

behaviors

The idea that circuits of immune cell-cell interactions are

primary determinants of the systemic properties of immu-

nity is not new, although our ability to realize it has been

limited until recent advances in computation and imaging.

Cantor and Gershon (1) proposed a ‘circuit-based’ model

for immunity over 40 years ago. However, in the interven-

ing years, necessary focus has been placed upon the individ-

ual ‘triggering’ receptors and their biochemistry (2–5).

Studies of the T-cell and B-cell receptors (TCRs and BCRs),

in particular, have revealed significant details for the role

that weak and/or antagonist ligands can play in modulating

the nature of the ensuing proliferative response (6–9). This

type of understanding has fed the contrary or at most com-

plementary understanding whereby the capacity of a trigger-

ing receptor such as a TCR to recognize its ligand is the

fundamental determinant of whether an immune reaction is

permitted or will occur. The observations that TCRs are

polyspecific (10, 11), support multiple degrees of triggering

based on the quality of their ligands (7, 9), and broadly that

T cells require ‘costimulatory’ ligands for maximal activation

(12) all represent variations in the ‘single T cell-single anti-

gen-presenting cell (APC)’ paradigm for generating an adap-

tive immune response. In such a view, T-cell reactivity is

largely programmed on the quality of a single or the ‘best’

APC encounter.

Much data suggests that such a model is at best incom-

plete and lacks considerable temporal assembly and re-

assembly steps. Observations of T-cell priming in the lymph

node alone have shown that T cells make multiple encoun-

ters with different APCs en route to their activation (13,

14). Also in the lymph node, there is evidence for cross-talk

between individual T cells (15) and evidence for cell-cell

based communication between T cells of varying subsets

(16, 17), primed B cells (18), and new incoming APCs

(19). Most provocative, perhaps, are studies of T-cell toler-

ance that have demonstrated that many measures of T-cell

signaling and proliferation over the first 3–4 days appear

identical between conditions eliciting ‘tolerance’ and those

eliciting ‘immunity’ (20). Late divergence, multiple days

after antigen triggering, suggests that signals beyond those

generated by the TCR alone are the source of system-wide

decisions for tolerance or immunity.

While much still remains to be done to understand how

molecules such as the TCR are triggered, much data sup-

ports the concept that the response develops then as an

emergent system, integrating the responses of many cells.

We discuss the ongoing nature of primary immunological

circuits that are built on the first priming events and then

discuss a ‘secondary circuit’ concept with emphasis on sys-

tem-wide behaviors that modulate T-cell immunity.

Structure and dynamics of primary immunological

synapses

A large variety of priming for adaptive immunity takes place

via a specific cell junction with similarity to a neurological

synapse. This is the contact between the T cell and the APC,

bearing peptide-major histocompatibility complex (pMHC)

on its surface. This contact, termed the immunological syn-

apse (IS), serves as a prototype for communication between

many cell types during their initial priming. Beyond the

interaction between T cell and activating APCs that initially

primed T cells (21, 22), synapses are broadly used between

natural killer (NK) cells and their activating myeloid cell

partners (23) as well as B cells whose BCRs are frequently

triggered in a synapse with follicular dendritic cells (DCs)

(24). For the purposes of this review and for understanding

the system-wide circuitry of immunity, we refer to these

cell-cell contacts as ‘primary’ synapses to distinguish them

with cell-cell contacts that take place after cells engage in a

first triggering interaction. Examples of ‘secondary’ synapses

may include those between activated T cells and activated B

cells, involved in the delivery of ‘help’ (18, 25), or recently

described synapses that form between two activated T cells

(T-T) (15), to name a few.

We have reviewed the ‘patterns’ of the synapse previously

with regard to synapse but four ‘patterns’ that appear to be

common to all IS. These are (i) impermanence; (ii) polarity

modulating; (iii) generating synaptic ‘clefts’; and (iv) mod-

ulating signalosome coalescence and/or isolation.

First, T cell-APC interactions are not permanent structures.

Rather, the cell-cell contacts last for seconds to hours but all

ultimately result in ‘abscission’ of the T cell from the APC

and possible reattachment to other partners (Fig. 1A). In vivo,
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there is considerable variation in the length of contact and

the variability appears to be regulated by the strength of

antigenic stimulation (26, 27) as well as T-cell-intrinsic

factors (28).

Second, polarity of signals generated at cell-cell contacts

as well as subsequent secretion into these contacts, then,

represents a second highly conserved pattern of immune

cell-cell interactions. As diagrammed in Fig. 1B, this pattern

permits cells to direct messages to one another while

excluding bystanders. As an example, when T cells are

engaging a cell presenting pMHC complexes, it has been

shown that CD40L is directly accumulated at the IS, where

it is available to crosslink CD40 (25). Interestingly, it has

been proposed that this pattern is only true for some sig-

nals; vesicles containing interferon c (IFNc) appear to be

more synapse localized, while internal vesicles containing

other secreted products such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)

and chemokines may be more broadly directed (29). How-

ever, given the limitations on vesicle-membrane fusion,

these latter molecules too may ultimately prove to be

secreted largely toward the IS or a similar polarized cue.

Polarized secretion permits exquisite spatial specificity for

intercellular communication by immune cells.

Third, the T cell-APC ‘immunological synapse’ was first

defined as a synapse by virtue of the presence of both adhe-

sion domains and signaling domains, but it is apparent that

synaptic clefts are also frequently present. Transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM) analysis of physiologically relevant

contacts suggests that T-DC interactions (30), cytotoxic

T-lymphocyte (CTL)-target contacts (31), and typically even

T-B interactions (Krummel MF, unpublished observations)

contain this architecture. There are frequently spatially

restricted areas where cell-cell signaling may occur sur-

rounded by membrane domains which may restrict direct

membrane contact (Fig. 1C). The latter domains, however,

sample synaptic spaces and provide a region for the accu-

mulation of soluble mediators. Notably, the variable spacing

of membranes around the closest point of apposition has

been suggested to be important for protein organization in

the IS (32–34), and MHCs with variable length extracellular

domains result in altered capacities to signal (35). However,

some ‘large’ molecules that are typically excluded, such as

CD43, are not excluded on the basis of extracellular size

alone, as tail-less forms can enter the central IS but do not

interfere with signaling (36).

Finally, it is well established that all immunological syn-

apses serve as a platform for the aggregation of receptor

complexes and lipid domains (Fig. 1D). Based on observa-

tions of membrane-membrane topology by TEM, there are

likely two scales of clusters and at least two methods of

cluster coalescence. Small, initial ‘micro’ clusters likely pro-

vide for the formation of higher-ordering signaling arrays

or ‘signalosomes’. Clusters of TCRs likely provide a high

avidity lattice to capture pMHC complexes on the outside of

cells and trap signaling intermediates in their active state on

the inside of the membrane. It has been observed that early

A

B

C

D

Fig. 1. Common forms for primary synapses during initial
activation of T cells and B cells. (A) Dynamic cellular assembly and
disassembly. (B) Defined but flexible polarity. (C) Close membrane-
membrane juxtaposition with a synaptic cleft. (D) Aggregation and
segregation of transmembrane receptors and lipids.
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microclusters of TCRs are in fact highly enriched for tyro-

sine phosphorylation (37, 38). For example, at the far edges

of the synapse, continuous membrane extension and retrac-

tion are commonly observed and, at the B-DC synapse, have

been observed to be involved in accumulating new ligands

for the BCR (24).

An unresolved question in the field is the way in which

these larger clusters form. As shown for T cells interacting

with membranes with reduced lateral protein mobility, it is

likely that the formation of these large clusters hastens ter-

mination of signaling (38).To this end, the dynamics of

coalescence of clusters may involve multiple mechanisms.

On the one hand, flat lipid bilayers demonstrate that TCRs

can move laterally along the membrane and in a centripetal

manner (37–40). On the other hand, cluster coalescence in

T cell-B cell or NK-APC contacts present a much less con-

certed effect, although a centralized supramolecular activa-

tion cluster (cSMAC) is typically still formed (41, 42). One

intriguing possibility, in the confines of a cell-cell interac-

tion, is that multiple mechanisms may act to give the final

aggregated structure. While membrane movement and coa-

lescence of microclusters in the membrane may drive cluster

aggregation within a given domain (Fig. 1D, middle panel),

the joining of individual membrane-membrane contacts

may also be necessary to reorganize contacts in a full synap-

tic membrane architecture (‘zippering’) (Fig. 1D, lower

panel).

In the subsequent sections, we review our evolving

understanding of synapses and how we have come to

understand synapses as being highly flexible in their organi-

zation and in their ability to support and co-exist with con-

current motility. This concludes with a discussion of the

dichotomous or ‘continuum’ nature of motility with regard

to synapses.

The stop signal revisited

Signaling at cell-cell junctions has been modeled, until very

recently, as being mediated by and necessitating a fully

‘stopped’ T cell – one in which the movement of the cell

body (center-of-mass motility) was reduced to effectively

zero. This idea was largely supported by in vitro studies in

which intracellular calcium levels were specifically varied

(43, 44). In one such study, an intracellular calcium clamp

showed that T-cell shape and motility are extremely sensi-

tive to changes in intracellular calcium, resulting in high

calcium-dependent immobilization and rounding. Calcium-

dependent immobilization in these in vitro studies resulted in

prolonged T-cell contact with an antigen-presenting B cell

and buffering the calcium signal prevented the formation of

stable cell pairs. Furthermore, using stimulatory anti-TCR

antibodies, again on cell lines, it was apparent that cell

motility arrest occurred within minutes of administration of

this signal (45).

Using a pre-activated lymph node system in which the

endogenous response had developed for 18 h in response to

antigen plus adjuvant, Parker and coworkers (46) obtained

data that largely supported the conclusion that initial arrest

was at least accompanied by a rise in intracellular calcium

and a concomitant slowing of cells. However, that experi-

ment was done in the context of already primed milieu, and

it remains possible that part of what was observed was a

milieu effect. Nevertheless, the arrest of cells that contained

greater than a threshold level (150 lM) intracellular calcium

was typically very robust (46).

A variety of data has refined the concept of a ‘stop’ signal

and suggested that motility arrest may not be obligatory for

activation. Friedl and colleagues (47) first demonstrated acti-

vation of T cells and their subsequent proliferation in an

artificial collagen environment in a setting in which few if

any cells underwent profound motility arrest. Some cells

generated calcium influxes during transient interactions, and

many proceeded to upregulate activation markers. Presum-

ing that individual cells that arrested were not responsible

for all the activation, features which were never formally

addressed, one would conclude that cell-cell signaling lead-

ing to complete activation took place in the absence of a

profound arrest. Advances in 2-photon imaging also permit-

ted direct observation of T-cell behavior during an immune

response in lymph nodes (LNs) and subsequent readouts of

their activation, followed at various time following an

immunization. Following recognition of their cognate anti-

gen presented by a DC, T cells initially only decelerated

upon contact with antigen-bearing DC partners (13, 14,

48), only fully ‘arresting’ (slowing to displacements less

than about 2 lm/min) about 24 h after antigen is first

administered. Mempel in particular noted in these types of

experiments that CD69 upregulation, an event tightly linked

to TCR triggering, was evident prior to the 24 h timepoint

in which profound arrest was observed. In most if not all of

these studies, there remains considerable evidence for ruf-

fling of membranes and transit of T cells around within the

DC-rich milieu, and little success has been made in showing

that cells remain committed to one DC throughout trigger-

ing in vivo.

In vivo data using either altered peptide ligands for T cells

or using peptides at varying concentration has shown only

© 2012 John Wiley & Sons A/S. Published by Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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an association between strength of activation and cellular

arrest, with the latter often falling many hours after anti-

gen is first engaged. For example, using a variation in ago-

nist doses in vivo, Henrickson and colleagues (26)

demonstrated that T cells took longer to commit to a pro-

found arrest when less agonist was encountered; however,

the initial encounter with antigen typically involved ongo-

ing motility regardless of whether the cells ultimately

arrested on the APC. Similarly, Skokos and colleagues (27)

observed that only high potency antigens gave rise to rapid

induction of TCR-dependent cell arrest, although lower

potency demonstrably triggered TCR signaling, as evi-

denced by upregulation of the activation marker CD69. In

the latter case, the low potency antigen responders not

only typically did not arrest but also entered a state charac-

terized as anergy, either due to the weak signal or due to

other consequences surrounding or derived from the weak

signal. In this latter study, the term ‘stop’ signal (45) was

refined to ‘deceleration’, a careful refinement that more

accurately represents the ongoing motility evident in most

latter timepoints, even in responses that result in profound

immune activation (27).

The above data suggest that T cells perhaps need a thresh-

old of antigen, either in terms of dose or chemical composi-

tion, which itself delivers the ‘stop’ signal to T cells but that

not all TCR signaling that is meaningful for proliferation

requires this level and that this level may not be sustained for

very long. We recently used a lipid-bilayer system to re-

examine the absolute relationship between T-cell signaling,

the ensuing calcium signals generated, and the corresponding

motility rate. As shown in Fig. 2A, when faced with varying

concentrations of agonist peptide ranging from super-physio-

logical (panel A, far left) to physiological (dilutions), cells

may exhibit profound and characteristic influxes of calcium

during TCR engagement and yet continue to displace. The

rate of displacement is inversely proportional to the strength

of signal but only the very strongest and likely super-

physiological levels of peptides give rise to the most

profound arrest, and almost all cells at all levels continue to

displace across the bilayer to some degree. Furthermore,

when instantaneous velocities of cells that were confirmed to

be forming a synapse with the bilayer were analyzed for the

relationship between calcium and velocity, we found that

only the very highest levels of intracellular calcium (greater

than 1 lM) resulted in speeds that were reliably lower than

2 lm/min (Fig. 2B, far right dots). A vast majority of cells

that were involved in signaling, by contrast, had intracellular

calcium levels below 0.5 lM and were variably motile at

speeds much faster than this. Consistent with signaling gener-

ally ‘decelerating’ T-cell movement, only those cells with the

lowest intracellular calcium levels typically exceed instanta-

neous speeds of 10 lm/min. These data support a ‘flexible’

model for signaling and motility where cells may move faster

or slower during their response but that there is a trend
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Fig. 2. T cells remain motile during T-cell receptor (TCR) signaling triggered by a large range of agonist doses. (A) Speed (above) and both
calcium concentration (presented as normalized Fura-2 ratio) and displacement (below) of cells (>75 per condition) interacting with bilayers
loaded with various concentrations of peptide-major histocompatibility complex (pMHC) (top). (B) Speed and cytosolic calcium concentration of
cells (n = 96) interacting with bilayers loaded with pMHC at a concentration of 2.5 9 103 fg/ml. (C) Fraction of cells that formed high motility
synapses (average speed, 3.8 lm/min) among the cells in a and additional cells (n = 776 cells total). Reproduced with permission from
Beemiller et al. Nat Immunol 2012 (40).
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towards arrest as the highest calcium signals (Fig. 2B) or

highest antigen levels (Fig. 2A, C) are encountered.

A refinement of the ‘TCR stop signal’ concept should

therefore be made to suggest a deceleration of motility with

TCR occupancy, indeed a concept that was proposed by Sko-

kos et al. (27) and supported by these data. The source of the

most profound cell arrest (typically cutoff at <2 lm/min or

<2.5 lm/min) in vivo and many hours after the first TCR sig-

nals, therefore, could either be very high signaling levels or

additional milieu signals beyond those generated by the TCR.

Flexible synapse structures in synapses of varying

motility

The prevailing model of ISs over the past 10 years has

remained one based on a symmetric and concentric organi-

zation of signaling proteins within the junction. In this

model, first proposed by Kupfer and colleagues (49) based

on analysis of a small number of cell-cell contacts formed in

a single T-cell clone, TCRs assemble into a cSMAC, which

represents the site of active signaling, and correspondingly

integrins coalesce into a fringing peripheral SMAC (pSMAC).

Clusters were first seen to coalesce in real-time into in the

center of these synapse in T-B contacts but in those real-

time experiments, cSMAC formation lagged behind the onset

of signaling. This strongly suggested that the latter could

not be necessary for the former and that the ‘cSMAC’ was

not in fact a requisite structure for signaling (41). Analysis

of these dynamics in bilayers also showed that the degree of

clustering closely tracked the strength of the pMHC interac-

tion with the TCR (22). Further total internal reflection flu-

orescence microscopy analysis of these types T cells

interacting with bilayers containing intercellular adhesion

molecule (ICAM) and super-physiological levels of pMHC

showed that TCR ‘microclusters’ in fact move centripetally

into the IS, while leukocyte function-associated antigen-1

(LFA-1) clusters are squeezed out and segregated into the

periphery (37, 50). Other molecules such as CD4 and CD28

transiently co-cluster with the central cluster in such sym-

metrical ISs (41, 51). Internalization of spent receptors is

now thought to take place from the cSMAC region in this

paradigm (52, 53).

Along with the result that most signaling takes place

against a backdrop of a continuum of cell motility and

translation, recent evidence has shown that T cells are actu-

ally quite ‘flexible’ (54) in their synapse assembly dynamics;

rather than matching the ‘SMAC’ paradigm, they generate a

continuum of behaviors within the IS. A specific counter-

example to the highly flat and centripetally organized

synapse came from serial section, electron microscopy anal-

ysis of membrane-juxtaposition at synapses between T cells

and DCs (30). In that study, it was evident that most cellu-

lar junctions observed were ‘multifocal’, meaning that they

consisted of many small individual contacts separated by

large synaptic clefts much as was inherent in the original

term use of the term ‘synapse’ (21). The fact that all pub-

lished EMs show evidence of such multifocal synaptic con-

tact suggest that the concepts of membrane-membrane

juxtaposition together with single-site centralization, at least

in contacts between T cells and APCs, may need to be con-

sidered rather a rarity.

In CTL synapses, Griffiths et al. (31) generated immuno-

fluorescence data that suggested a ‘split’ central synapse in

which cytotoxic granule exocytosis would occur just along-

side the single cSMAC. However, more recent evidence from

Sukylev’s group and others (55) has demonstrated that cells

often generate multiple granule events that separately target

to various portions of the synapse. The cSMAC secretion

concept is also apparently at odds with the fact that most if

not all EM of a cytolytic synapse also shows them to be

multifocal and thus lacking a single central synapse. Studies

of actin structure at the NK cytolytic structure suggest that

there is ‘flexible’ generation of actin-poor secretory sites at

multiple points around the cytolytic synapse (56, 57), and

it seems likely that the localization of TCRs and secretion of

granules take place in distinct subregions of membrane

when viewed on this scale. To this extent, TCR clusters and

secretory domains may indeed be distinct but be much

greater in number than was previously understood.

The flexibility in the gross dynamics whereby T cells

activate was particularly evident from studies using a trans-

genic mouse strain in which the TCR was genetically

tagged with the green-fluorescence protein (GFP). This

labeling method allowed us to visualize the activation of

naive cells as well as assessing TCR dynamics in vivo, which

prior to this had been quite challenging. Tracking of naive

T cells as they activated with DCs in vitro frequently demon-

strated cells in which TCRs were visibly internalized while

engaged with a single DC, without ever forming a single

cSMAC (Fig. 3A). Fig. 3B shows that scoring of many cells

interacting with many APCs consistently failed to form a

cSMAC structure in a majority of the cells, even while the

majority proceeded to internalize the TCR. Recognizing that

that TCR internalization measures antigen recognition, this

supports a pathway for TCR stimulation and subsequent

processing that is not linked to a cSMAC structure. Activa-

tion leading to internalization, in the absence of a strong

© 2012 John Wiley & Sons A/S. Published by Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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cSMAC, was a robust finding across many orders of magni-

tude of TCR stimulation (Fig. 3B, C). We subsequently per-

formed similar imaging using 2-photon microscopy in vivo

and again observed that only some of the cells formed a

prototypical ‘stopped’ synapse characterized by a leading

edge cSMAC distribution (Fig. 3D, E). Many cells, in con-

trast, provided evidence for ongoing movement during sig-

naling as well as the ultimate internalization of receptors

without ever forming a centralized cSMAC zone from

which they were derived (Fig. 3F, G).

Flexible synapse assembly and the integration of actin

dynamics and signaling cluster behaviors

The preceding in vivo and in vitro data provided compelling

evidence that cells signaled ‘on the fly’, and this was sup-

ported by calcium data akin to what was shown in Fig. 2.

The concept that T cells are much more flexible with respect

to the relationship between signaling, synapse assembly, and

motility was also hinted at previously, by studies of PKCh-

deficient T cells on lipid bilayers containing pMHC and

ICAM1 (28). Those studies were the first to document T

cells that migrated while engaging agonist pMHC complexes

on bilayers, and the studies found that cells underwent

phases of greater or lesser migration, where cells would

‘break symmetry’ and begin to move. In contrast, cells lack-

ing a component of the TCR signal transduction machinery,

PKCh, were hyperstable and did not easily transition towards

motility. This observation suggests that autonomous signals

within the T cell are at work to encourage motility and that

inhibition of PKCh is necessary to make a stable synapse.

Since TCR signaling typically activates PKCh, it seems likely

that an TCR-extrinsic signal (i.e. one from the milieu) might

be one missing link (beyond very high TCR occupancy) that

would be necessary to inactivate it (akin to the knockout).

Such a TCR-extrinsic cue would be part of the solution to

generation of <2 lm/min ‘arrested’ T cells that are

described in vivo, following an initial phase of ongoing

motility. An alternative explanation would be a cell-intrinsic

signal that inactivates PKCh or engages a similar anti-motil-

ity signaling pathway. It is also possible that ‘stopping’ in

vivo (<2 lm/min) is not arrest of the acto-myosin based

motility machinery at all but is in fact mediated by cells

becoming ‘stuck’ to a site in the milieu.

We recently took a systematic approach toward

understanding the nature of synapses and how they take

place against varying degrees of cell translation (motility)

(40). Using conditions based on those described in Fig. 2

above, we were able to study T cells interacting with

antigen-presenting lipid-supported bilayers under varying

degrees of ongoing motility. As shown in Fig. 4, this

approach suggests a more unified reinterpretation of the

movement of microclusters and the existence of the cSMAC.

When cells are arrested, TCR microclusters have been shown

to move inward into the cSMAC (37), and the presumption

has been that TCR microclusters are moving toward the

cSMAC (e.g. are in some way attracted to ‘join’ it). When

cells are moving, however, it becomes evident that microcl-

usters are not in fact moving toward the cSMAC. Their

motility vectors are pointing toward a spot where the

cSMAC soon will move. However, that cSMAC, in motile

synapses, is revealed to follow behind the center of the syn-

apse, essentially trailing into the extended uropod and not

‘in the zone’ where microclusters are headed. Microclusters

will frequently join the cSMAC, presumably en route to

internalization or attempted internalization. However, this

joining results from microclusters that are moved toward

the center of the motile synapse and then are ultimately

engulfed by the cSMAC, when the latter catches up to them.

What feature underlies this central domain in the synapse

into which both microclusters and cSMACs move? We

extensively analyzed actin dynamics at the IS of synapses of

varying degrees of motility and noted a correlation between

actin-mediated collapse of edges and rapid involution of

TCRs toward the center of the synapse (40). We therefore

analyzed the precise dynamics of the evolution of actin

structures in the IS. By analyzing polymerized actin using an

f-actin binding protein-GFP fusion [Lifeact-GFP (58, 59)], it

is found (Fig. 5A) that actin polymerization occurs and is

enhanced at the edge of the synapse, as the cell spreads to

make a synapse. However, rather than the central region

remaining f-actin rich, leftover from it having been so dur-

ing the spreading, the levels of f-actin there drop precipi-

tously, providing evidence for an active depolymerase that

functions there. As with the edge collapse/microcluster

observations made during random-edge collapse, the move-

ment of microclusters inward did not take place until this

‘actin void’ region had been established.

We then sought to understand whether the act of depoly-

merization was actually regulatory for cluster movement.

We compared the inward movement of TCRs in synapses

that were treated with titrated concentrations of the actin

depolymerization inhibitor Jasplakinomide (Jas) (Fig. 5B–E).

Concentrations of this drug were carefully chosen that did

not affect the spreading response to avoid blocking actin

polymerization. Under these conditions, microcluster

movement was severely restricted. This observation suggests

© 2012 John Wiley & Sons A/S. Published by Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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that at least a part of inward movement occurs as a result

of localized clearance of the ‘actin void’ domains. We

hypothesize that specific depolymerizing activities are acti-

vated along or near spent TCR microclusters and facilitate

their inward movement. Such a model is appealing, since it

has already been appreciated that actin is undergoing con-

tinuous retrograde flow inward and yet only some TCRs

move inwards (60). A full description of inward movement

likely involves coordinated polymerization plus depolymer-

ization.
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Fig. 4. Microcluster flow aligns with movement in motile synapses. (A, B) Time-lapse total internal reflection fluorescence images of a CD3z-
GFP+ OT-I T cell during synapse formation, showing microcluster paths before cell movement (A), and synapse motility (B) divided into four
periods based on the direction of movement (blue arrows); magenta indicates centralized supramolecular activation cluster (cSMAC) borders.
Inset (B), paths followed by the cSMAC and synapse centroids. Time (below) is relative to the start of T-cell receptor (TCR) centralization. Scale
bars are 5 mm. (C) The cSMAC (magenta), synapse border (light-blue), and cSMAC border at the end of the preceding motility period (gray).
(D) Displacement vectors for microclusters formed during each motility period overlaid onto the cSMAC mask at the start of the period
(magenta). Below, enlargement of areas outlined by dashed gray lines above. (E) Median microcluster flow direction (green) and direction of
cSMAC movement (magenta) for each period. Arrowhead points are positioned at the mean microcluster endpoint or cSMAC position at the end
of the period. (F) Cell (blue), cSMAC (magenta), and median microcluster movement vectors (green) in each period, drawn with a common
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cSMAC movement and cell movement (magenta) in each motility period (bottom). Reproduced with permission from Beemiller et al. Nat
Immunol 2012 (40).
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What are the key factors then in microcluster dynamics in

the IS? First, actin depolymerization might generate cluster

movement by aligning the retrograde flow of actin microfila-

ments into ‘railcar’ tracks—microfilaments are extended on

one end and disassembled on the other, pulling the microfila-

ment and actin-associated factors inward. Although Myosi-

nIIA seems to be non-essential (40), other myosin motors

could contribute to this mechanism by regulating actin-

receptor interactions, moving cargo along filaments or via

pulling actions. Alternatively, actin depolymerization could

establish a viscosity gradient to squeeze receptors inward. In

this model, depolymerization regulates the local viscosity of

the poroelastic cytoplasm, driving clusters towards depoly-

merizing activities where viscosity is reduced. A porosity or

viscosity gradient would explain the observation that linking

integrins into higher order complexes increases the extent to

which they flow inward in synapses (61).

A railcar mechanism would seem to suggest that clusters

couple to filament flow through actin-binding motifs.

Intermittent release of cluster-actin interactions could mod-

ulate the rate at which receptors flow inward. In a viscosity

reduction mechanism, TCRs need not be attached to actin

microfilaments to flow. Actin microfilaments would corral

TCRs, possibly enhancing interactions with signaling fac-

tors, until depolymerization released the cluster. Some bio-

chemical data suggests that clusters attach directly to actin

(62), but the issue is not resolved. These mechanisms,

however, are not mutually exclusive, and might cooperate

to move clusters or operate in different synapse regions.

For example, retrograde flow of radially aligned microfila-

ments might pull pores of cytoplasmic material inward

until the pocket reaches depolymerase activities, releasing

the pockets’ contents.

A synapse/kinapse dichotomy versus a continuum of

behaviors?

How to study the variations in cell arrest as compared

during cell-cell contact? The generic term ‘synapse’ is both
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Fig. 5. The polymerization and depolymerization of actin organizes synapses. (A) Time-lapse total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopy of a Lifeact-GFP+ OT-I T-cell blast spreading onto a stimulating bilayer (bottom), and Alexa Fluor 568–H57-597 labeled T-cell
receptors (TCRs) in the cell (top). Numbers below image are time in seconds (s). Scale bar, 5 mm. (B) TIRF images of Lifeact-GFP (top) and
TCRs (bottom) during synapse formation by a control OT-I T-cell blast treated with DMSO; time (below) is relative to the start of spreading.
Scale bar, 5 mm. (C) Microcluster paths overlaid onto images in (B). (D) TIRF images of Lifeact-GFP (top) and TCRs (bottom) during synapse
formation by an OT-I T-cell blast treated with 50 nM jasplakinolide; time (below) as in (B). Scale bar, 5 mm. (E) Microcluster paths overlaid
onto images in (F). Reproduced with permission from Beemiller et al. Nat Immunol 2012 (40).
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correct term to describe the closely juxtaposed interface,

regardless of the level of movement or ‘symmetry’. One

proposal has been to use the separate term ‘kinapse’ to

define motile synapses (63). This separation aligns closely to

our evolving understanding of the calcium signaling as not

simply driving cells to stop but in helping to decelerate

them (27, 40, 54). Only very high levels of antigen,

beyond those that would accompany most non-pathological

levels of activation, typically appear to be used in studies

wherein the TCR signal drives cells to a complete absence of

motility. To this extent, synapses that are motile to one level

(those at lower concentrations of antigen) or another are

perhaps the norm rather than the exception, and it may be

that it has simply been easier technically to study the

‘immotile’ signaling synapse as compared to the motile

ones. An application of an arbitrary cutoff of 2 or 2.5 lm/

min has recently been proposed as one definition of a dis-

tinct ‘synapse’ versus ‘kinapse’ activation (64), but there is

no evident experimental basis for choosing this cutoff. It

may be that, viewed over the continuum, that synapses and

<2.5 lm/min synapses as generated in vivo are a simple con-

tinuum of IS, with the position on the continuum simply

related to signal strength. Certainly the actin-dependent pro-

cesses underlying motile synapses at least account for the

behavior of highly structured and arrested IS (40). As noted,

motility rate is well correlated to peptide concentration and

avidity (27, 40, 54). One possibility is that arrest mediated

solely exceptional levels of TCR engagement lies at an

extreme end of the activation spectrum. In that regard, cen-

trally symmetric non-motile synapses modulated solely by

TCR signaling might in fact be associated with high-dose

suppression of T-cell activation (65).

Two things are clear then from the past 5 years of work

in this area. First, motility arrest is not required for TCR sig-

naling to take place (40, 64, 66). Second, T-cell arrest in vivo

often does take place during priming due to antigens in the

T-cell zone among antigen-presenting DCs and notably at

times beyond those in which signaling is initiated (13, 67–

69). There are mixed reports on whether activation regi-

mens leading to anergy or activation do or do not induce

differential degrees of arrest at these later stages (68–70).

However, if TCR-driven activation is taking place prior

to arrest, what more could arrest at later times provide?

A conventional explanation is that T cells ramp up their sig-

naling and/or integrate signal during serial engagements so

that they ultimately are coerced into arresting their motility.

It is proposed that large numbers of T cells in lymph nodes

containing small amounts of antigen do not arrest due to

competition and can be forced to arrest by addition of more

antigen (71). However, it is not clear that arrest, when it

occurs in vivo, is exclusively mediated by TCR signaling, and

deceleration in general may be achieved by a summed TCR

signaling, differentiation-induced change in cells responses

to antigen and/or effects that condition the milieu to reduce

motility.

In the following section, we discuss ‘secondary synapses’

as a class of interactions between already activated cells. In

this light, profound T-cell deceleration and the associated

‘clustering’ of multiple T cells and other ‘primed’ cells in a

small region of the lymph node or peripheral tissue, how-

ever it is achieved, favor ‘secondary immunological circuits’.

These secondary circuits are conceived of as facilitated by

confining cells and their cytokines to a smaller milieu and

encouraging lateral interactions. To this extent, ‘primary’

activation, as is provided by APCs for T cells, is a mecha-

nism that serves to ‘license’ secondary circuits.

Secondary immunological circuits

Recent advances in 2-photon imaging have permitted direct

observation of T-cell behavior during an immune response

in lymph nodes (LNs) and peripheral organs (72). Follow-

ing recognition of their cognate antigen presented by a DC,

primed T cells will change their migration pattern, slow

down, and start interacting with a variety of cell types

beyond DCs. In Table 1 and in this section, we provide an

overview of the types of cell-cell contacts that occur in

stages subsequent to T-cell priming, where they typically

occur, and what is known about their function.

T-B

Interaction between CD4+ T cells and B cells is the second-

ary immunological circuit that has been the most studied.

Interactions between activated T-cell lines and activated

B-cell lines have in fact served as models for IS formation

for many years (41, 49, 73, 74). However, it is now recog-

nized that most initial TCR priming happens between DCs

and naive T cells, often via initially motile synapse interac-

tions.

T-B interactions typically take place starting around 24 h

after initial T-cell priming. The interaction is facilitated by a

coordinated downregulation of CXCR5 and upregulation of

CCR7 in B cells such that these tend to move toward the

T-cell zone (18). CD4+ T cells after priming can also upre-

gulate CXCR5, becoming T-follicular helper (Tfh) cells,

allowing them to migrate toward the B-cell zones. At the
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border between T and B-cell zones, T and B-cell contacts are

mediated by the integrins LFA-1/ICAM-1 (75) but also criti-

cally rely on interactions mediated by the adapter SAP [sig-

naling lymphocytic activating molecule (SLAM)-associated

protein] and associated SLAM family members, notably

CD84 (75, 76).

T-cell interaction with B cells is crucial for B-cell func-

tions (77). T-cell help is typically provided by primed CD4+

T cells that upregulate CD40L, allowing them to engage

CD40 on B cells at the T-B synapse (25). The molecule SAP

is also a critical regulator, allowing T-cell help (78). While

SAP-dependent ‘help’ for B cells has been proposed to be

independent of cytokine release by T cells for uptake by B

cells (79), cytokines such as interleukin-4 (IL-4) are never-

theless a critical resource that T cells can deliver in these

secondary synapses. Interestingly, while T-B couples migrate

during their interaction, it would appear that B cells are the

most active in this process and apparently ‘lead’ T cells

whose morphology appears largely round (18).This may

suggest that particularly stable IS, as studied in vitro between

T cells and B cells, may largely represent details of these

interactions rather than those of T-DC interactions in the

primary circuit. In Fig. 6A, we refer to T-B interactions in

among a class of ‘collective’ circuits in which primed cells

of the adaptive immune response may use coincidence

detection and synaptic clustering to ‘collectively’ boost the

overall response. As noted below, there are other examples

of this in the immune system.

T-T

Following recognition of their cognate antigen presented by

a DC in LNs, T cells slow down and form long stable inter-

actions with DCs (13, 14, 67, 80). During this ‘arrest

phase’, sometimes called ‘Phase II’(13), several T cells are

often found interacting with the same APC, forming clusters

(81). Chemokines CCL3 and CCL4, produced by mature

DCs and activated T cells, have been shown to attract other

T cells to the sites of activation (82, 83), leading to

concentration of cells in a particular region and perhaps

augmenting this clustering effect.

Although T-T interactions appear extremely stable in vitro,

homotypic interactions between CD4+ T cells are short-lived

in vivo (15). They rely on the integrins LFA-1 and ICAM-1

Table 1. Currently defined secondary circuits driving the emergent behavior of an immune response

Secondary circuit Molecular basis Site of interaction Reference

T-B LFA-1/ICAM-1 SAP/CD84
‘Help’ CD40/40L/Cytokines

LN: T-B border (18, 75, 76)

T-T LFA-1/ICAM-1 IL2, Other cytokines? LN: T zone, others? (15, 84, 96)
CTL-APC or
Th-APC (‘re-priming’)

LFA-1/ICAM-1/pMHC/B7 Peripheral sites? (97, 98)

T-NK OX40/OX40L 2B4/CD48 Undefined (102, 119)
NK-NK SLAMF… Undefined (105)
T-Basophil Cytokine exchange Lung, airway proximal (109)
T-Mast cell Unknown Peripheral sites? (111)

A

B

C

Fig. 6. Variations in ‘secondary circuits’. Here we present cartoon
version of circuits representing: (A) Collective responses in which
simultaneously primed cells of different (T-B) or similar (T-T)
members of the adaptive immune response form a circuit that results
in the amplification or collective differentiation of the response. (B)
Tissue repriming responses as an example of reciprocal stimulation of
adaptive cells by innate and innate by adaptive. (C) Competitive
circuits in which the flux through one circuit likely negates
interactions in a second circuit.
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(84). Studies also suggested ADAM-15 (85) and the phos-

phatase PTP-PEST (86) as regulators of T-T interactions.

Homotypic T-cell interactions have been observed by

many groups (15, 71, 87, 88) and have been considered a

hallmark of T-cell activation, especially in vitro. However, the

consequence of such interactions is still obscure. In vitro, T

cells form synapses where increased localized IL-2 signaling

complexes are found (15, 89), suggesting that T cells com-

municate and regulate each other through cytokine signal-

ing. It has been proposed that CD4+ T cells regulate their

expansion, activation, and differentiation (90, 91) through

T-T interactions. Therefore, already differentiated T-helper 1

(Th1) or Th2 cells might participate in the skewing of

newly activated CD4+ T cells through cytokine sharing at

T-T synapses.

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells have been shown in some experi-

ments to capture antigen pMHC complexes and mediate

antigen-specific signaling to other CD8+ cells (92). In

humans, antigen-specific CD4+ T-T interactions may regu-

late cell expansion following CD4+ T-cell upregulation of

MHC class II expression (93). Cytotoxic CD8+ T cells can

share TCRs in a contact-dependent manner, which facilitates

virus control (94) and suggests that T-T interactions may

help generate diversity. Finally, T cells interactions could

also control the immune response, avoiding any inadequate

response, as T cells can potentially kill each other through

activation-induced cell death (95). The participation of reg-

ulatory T cells (Tregs) in clusters may also be another way

to influence the number and activation phenotype of con-

ventional T cells (96, see below).

T-APC (‘repriming’)

CTLs maintain cytotoxicity when engaging professional APCs

bearing B7 molecules (97, 98), but CTL activity is rapidly

lost in the absence of such repriming or in the absence of

high concentrations of common c chain cytokines such as

IL-2 (98, 99). Thus, it is very likely that CTL-APC interac-

tions at tissue sites serve to ‘re-prime’ these CTLs. This rep-

riming module, though poorly characterized at present,

again proceeds after the initial IS priming and relies on an

appropriately activated DC or equivalent APC to be present

near the target site. The details of these synapses in vivo as

well as the circuitry whereby APCs are maintained in an up-

regulated state remain to be better identified.

In a similar manner, it is likely that CD4+ T cells also benefit

from a repriming synapse in the lymph nodes and/or in the

tissues. The T-B interaction module, just discussed, may

represent the latter. The latter also likely involves cell types

that present pMHC in non-lymphoid tissues. We recently used

calcium imaging of CD4+ T cells in the lung in a model of

asthma and found CD4+ T cells engaged in signaling during

interaction with lung-resident DCs there (100). This observa-

tion implies a restimulation of sorts in this context, although

the requirement for this interaction and the full consequences

of it for the T cell remain largely unknown.

A repriming circuit may also result in reciprocal activation

or modulation of the innate cells via the interaction with

lymphocytes. Much of this remains to be studied in tissue

sites but it has been observed, for example, that DCs in the

pancreas are matured in response to T-cell infiltrates there,

leading to the speculation that this occurs by a direct T-DC

interaction (101).

T-NK

Although the bulk of this review concerns the adaptive arm

of immunity, there is significant evidence that activated T

cells and NK cells can form a secondary activating circuit,

although it is not well characterized at the cell-biology level.

One aspect of this, observed in vitro by Lanier and colleagues

(102), is the selective upregulation of OX40 ligand on IL-2,

IL-12, or IL-15-activated human NK cells following stimula-

tion through NKG2D, the low affinity receptor for IgG

(CD16) or killer cell Ig-like receptor 2DS2. CD16-activated

NK cells can then costimulate TCR-induced proliferation and

IFNc production by autologous CD4+ T cells. The process is

dependent upon expression of OX40 ligand and B7 by the

activated NK cells (102). Activated NK cells can also

enhance T-cell activation and proliferation in response to

CD3 cross-linking and specific antigen through interactions

between 2B4 (CD244) on NK cells and CD48 on T cells

(103). Cantor and colleagues (104) demonstrated that inter-

action between the class Ib MHC molecule Qa-1-Qdm on

activated T cells and NKG2A on NK protected activated

CD4+ T cells from lysis by a subset of NKG2A+ NK cells

and was essential for T-cell expansion and development of

immunologic memory. The site of these interactions is pre-

sumably in the secondary lymphoid tissues, but at present,

little study has been made of their interactions in situ.

NK-NK

Similar to T-T interactions, in vitro evidence has suggested

critical activated NK cells crosstalk with one another, subse-

quent to their initial synapse and in a phase which appar-

ently boosts killing and cytokine production (105). Like T-B
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interactions, these interactions are mediated, at least in part,

via interactions of SLAM-family receptors 2B4/CD48 and

CD2/CD58. The dynamics of NK-NK circuits in vivo and

indeed a definition of the synapse between these cells

remain to be established.

T-Basophil

While some data implied that basophils were APCs for T

cells and therefore T-Basophil interactions would be primary

modules, particularly in asthma (106, 107), more recent

data suggest that they are not the primary APCs for T cells

(108). Instead, data from Locksley and colleagues (109,

110) suggest basophils as secondary contacts in clusters in

the secondary tissue (lung), perhaps facilitating further T-

cell differentiation and/or basophil function.

T-mast cells?

Close localization between mast cells and T cells has been

observed during a variety of T-cell-mediated inflammatory

processes (111) and in inflamed allergic tissues (112). In vi-

tro experiments suggest that contact between T cells and

mast cells, mediated by LFA-1 and ICAM-1, are important

for their reciprocal regulation. Contact between mast cells

and activated T cells induces mast cells to release mediators,

like histamine and TNFa (112, 113), but also cytokines and

chemokines (114). Furthermore, a fraction of mast cells

generated in vitro express mature MHC class II when primed

with IFNc and IL-4, allowing them to form an immunologi-

cal synapse with Th cells in vitro (115). Although in vivo evi-

dence is still missing, these data suggests that mast cells may

serve as secondary APCs for T cells in situ.

Treg-T (or Treg-APC-Teff) and broadly regulatory

modules

In considering these modules thus far, we have largely been

referring to the ‘positive’ aspects of collective and repriming

situations. Circuits may also drive the immune system into

relatively inactive states or prevent differentiation of the

effector response, and by far the most evident example of

this ‘secondary circuit’ is the regulation of APC function by

Treg cells (17, 116, 117), resulting in reduced priming or

repriming of T cells. This circuit is of interest because it is

likely to be both timing and frequency dependent for the

outcome, since Treg and effector T cells (Teff) have compet-

ing outcomes and can each influence the DC in opposite

ways. The ‘frequency versus outcome’ relationship described

in Fig. 6C is at least supported by experiments; fewer Tregs

are less effective but also are less effective if not adminis-

tered sufficiently early (16). There are also likely to be

‘direct’ (T-T) type inhibitory circuits: both for one Th line-

age to inhibit another but also likely for direct synaptic inhi-

bition of Teff by Treg cells (118).

Perspectives: timing, milieu, and modeling the circuitry

How does immune circuitry integrate signals throughout

the system, and what are the primary determinants of the

emergent ‘response’ of the system to a complex stimulus

such as infection or vaccination? While we are beginning

to appreciate that timing of secondary circuits as well as

the ‘mass action’ (or frequency) of flux through a given

circuit are deterministic, many details remain to be

resolved. Chief among these are to understand whether

specific circuits are ‘more powerful’ than others and to

determine whether timing of flux through a given circuit

is critical to determine the overall outcome. Armed with

this kind of information, vaccinations as well as interven-

tions in immune diseases may prove more tractable – with

interventions ‘designed’ to provide multiple and optimal

triggering of the correct circuits at the correct time, via

stimuli that enhance specific interactions while minimizing

others.
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